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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper let G be a locally compact Hausdorff-Abelian 
group with Haar measure 1. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with 
identity of norm one. Let Y be an essential Banach A-module and let Y* 
and Y** denote the dual space and second dual space of Y, respectively. 
We say that Y (Y* or Y**) has the wide Radon-Nikodym property with 
respect to p if for every measurable set E in G with p(E) < x8, Y ( Y* or 
Y**) has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to pE, where pE is 
defined on all measurable sets F in G with Fc E by pE(F) = p(F). Let 
(L,(G, A), L,(G, Y)) denote the space of all multipliers from L,(G, A) to 
L,(G, Y). We prove in Theorem 9 that if Y has the wide Radon-Nikodym 
property, then (L,(G, A), .E.,( G, Y)) is isometrically isomorphic with 
L,(G, Y) for 1 < p < T/J. 
2. VECTOR-VALUED INTEGRATION 
Throughout this section let X, Y, and 2 be Banach spaces and let 
(x, y) --+XJJ be a bilinear mapping of Xx Y into Z such that jlxy(lz< 
llVyll x IIylj y. Sometimes we shall write (x, ,I,) instead of .UJ’ if X= Y*. 
Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff-Abelian group with Haar measure 
p. Let Y be the family of all measurable sets E in G such that p(E) < ‘x. A 
vector measure m from Y to X is said to be countably additive if 
m( U 7 E,) = x:;- m( E;) in the norm topology of X for every sequence (E,) of 
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pairwise disjoint sets in Y such that lJ 7 Ej E Y. If lim,,,, _ 0 m(E) = 0 we 
say that m is p continuous. The variation Irnl of m is defined on Y by 
lml (E) = sup f @z(Ei)ll X: (EL); are pairwise disjoint 
1 
sets in Y such that fi E, c E . 
I 
If Im( (E) < CXI for all E E 9, we say that m is of finite variation. 
For the remainder of this section we shall also assume that m: Y +X is 
a countably additive vector measure with finite variation. Let xE be the 
characteristic function of the set E. A function f: G + Y is called a simple 
function if f = 17 ?rixE,, where Jo E Y and Ei E Y for i = 1,2 ,..., n.For such f 
we define 
s f dm=f m(E,)yi. G 1 
A function f: G -+ Y is said to be m-integrable if there exists a sequence ( fi) 
of simple functions such that lim, [If(t)-fi(t)ll ,,=O for lml-almost all t 
and lim,,i JG Ilfi--J;II y d Iml = 0. Since (jGfr dm) is a Cauchy sequence in 
Z, we define 
jG f dm = lim I6 f, dm. 
It is easy to see that the definition is independent of the choice of (fi). 
Sometimes we shall write IGf(t) dm(t) instead of JG f dm. 
Let E E Y. If E,, E2 ,,.., E are in Y such that E= U; Ej and Ein E,= Qr 
for i#j, then 17= {E,, E2 ,..., E ,} is called a partition of E. A partition Z7 
of E is said to be a refinement of n if each member in n is a finite union of 
some members in 17’. 
The following simple lemma will be needed later. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a continuous Y-valued function vanishing outside a 
compact set E. Then for any E B 0, there exists a partition 17 qf E such that 
for any refinement 17’ of II, we have 
lb f dm-c m(Ei)f(ti) <E G 17 II Z 
for any choice of ti E Ei, where Ei E IT. 
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Proof. We may assume that Im( (E) > 0. For any E > 0, there exists a 
simple function g vanishing outside E such that 
SUP IIf( s(t)ll Y<W Iml (Oh 
l6G 
(1) 
Obviously, there exists a partition 17 of E such that for any refinement I7 
of 17, we have 
I g dm=c m(EAgk) G ?I 
for any choice of t,~ Ei, where Ei~ 17’. Hence we have 
fdm-c m(Ei)f(tj) 
I7 II Z 
< E/2 + E/2 (by (11.) 
= E. 
Let f: G + Y be m-integrable. For those t E G such that JG f (t$ ~' ) dm(s) 
exists, we define m*f(t) by 
m* f(t)=1 f(ts-') dm(s). 
G 
Obviously m* f is defined everywhere on G if f is a simple function. We 
show in the following lemma that m* f is continuous on G if f E C&G, Y), 
where Coo(G, Y) is the set of all Y-valued continuous functions on G with 
compact support. 
LEMMA 2. Let f~ C&G, Y). Then m*f is continuous on G. 
Proqfi For each t E G, the function s -+ f (ts- ’ ) is continuous and with 
compact support. Hence m* f(r) is defined for all I E G. 
Let E be the compact support off and let W be a neighbourhood of the 
identity e of G such that its closure w is compact. Let E > 0. For each t E G, 
we choose a neighbourhood V, of e as follows: 
(i) If lrn1 (tPE-‘) >O, choose V,c W such that 
IIf(u)-f(s)llY<&/Iml(t~E~-') 
whenever us ~ ’ E V,. 
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(ii) If /ml ((WE-‘) = 0, choose V, = W. 
Obviously for r E t V,, we have f(ts-‘) = 0 =f(r~‘) whenever 
s d tmE-‘. Hence we have 
The following theorem will be useful later. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a Y-valued continuous function vanishing outside a 
compact set E. Let F be any compact set. Then there exists a compact set K 
containing E-IF such that for any E > 0, there exists a partition 17 of K such 
that for any refinement lT of II we have 
Ilm*f(r)-x m(Ej)f(rs;‘)IIZ<E 
I7 
for all r E F and for any choice of si E Ei, where Ei E IT. 
Proof. Let E > 0. For each t E F choose W and V, as in the proof of 
Lemma 2 such that 
Ilm*f(r)-m*f(t)llz<&/3 if rE tV,, (2) 
IIf(f(v)ll Y<~/(3 Iml (t@‘E-‘)) if lml (tWE-')>O (3) 
and UU, ’ E V,. 
Since F is compact there exists t 
For j= 1, 2,..., 
, , t, ,..., t such that F c Q tj V, c U: tj l7. 
n we have f (tp ~ ’ ) = 0 whenever s 6 tj WE-‘. Hence by 
Lemma 1 there exists a partition Aj of tj REP i such that for any refinement 
Al of Aj we have 
II m*f(tj)-1 m(Ei) f(t,s;‘) <&/3 3 II Z (4) 
for any choice of si E Ei, where Ei E A;. 
Let K= U’f tjmE-‘. Then K is a compact set containing E-IF. We 
proceed to construct a partition of K. Let 
A, = ID,,, Dm-.r D,,,), 
Aj= {Ejl, Ej2,*-, Ejp,}r j = 2, 3 ,..., n.
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Define 
n,= {D,,n Ezj: i= 1, 2 ,..., ql; j= 1, 2 ,... ,pz> 
E,:i=l,2 ,..., q
u E, i], D,i: j= 1, 2 ,..., pz 
i \ i=l 
= {Dzl, D,,,..., DZg2}, say. 
Obviously, l7, is a partition of U:=, tj WE- ‘. For s = 3, 4 ,..., n define 17, 
inductively by 
l7, = {D, ~ ,,i n E,: i = 1, 2 ,..., qs- , ; j = 1, 2 ,..., p ) 
u D,-,,i’i 
\ 
fi E,: i= 1, 2 ,..., qs- , 
,j= I 
4x-I 
u D,P,,i:j=l,2 ,..., p5
r=l 
= {Dsl, Ds2,..., Dsq,). say. 
Obviously l7, is a partition of K. Let 17’ be any refinement of n,, and let 
rE t/V,, for some 1~ {I, 2,..., n}. By the construction of 17, we can write 
r = n; u l7;l, where U; is a refinement of A, and &’ = l7,\l7;. Note that 
every set in ZZ;l is disjoint from t, WE- ‘. Now we have 
II m*f(r)-1 m(Ei)f(rs,p’ II’ Z 
G Ilm*f(r)-m*f(fr)llz+ 
II 
m*f(t,) -c m(E,)f(t,s,~‘) 
l7’ II Z 
+ C m(Ei)(f(t,si’)--f(rSi’)) 
II I7 Ii z 
= I + II + III, say. 
It follows from (2) that I < e/3. Observe that if Ei n t, FE- ’ = 4, then 
f( t,s; ’ ) = 0 = f( rs; ’ ) for any choice of si E E,. Hence we have 
II= m*f(t,)-x m(E,)f(t,s,‘) 
Ii rI’ II Z 
= II m*fV,)-x m(E,)f(f,s,L’) “i II Z 
< E/3. by (4). 
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Similarly we have 
III= c m(Ei)(f(t,s;‘)-f(rsl~‘)) 
II 7 II Z 
II = 
IF m(E;)(f(l,s,~~)-f(rS,~~~))’ . 4 1 Z 
If lnzl (trWE-‘) =O, then III =O. Otherwise it follows from (3) that 
III <s/3. Hence we have 
II 
m*f(r)-C m(Ei).f(rsL:‘) -cc. 
I7 II Z 
Since Fc U; t/C’*,, we have 
for all r E F. 
3. THE DUAL SPACE OF L,(G, Y) 
Let Y* be the dual space of Y. For 1 < p < ‘co we define V&G, Y*) to be 
the family of all countably additive and p-continuous vector measures 
m: Y + Y* with finite variation such that IlrnllDy. < =r,, where 
Ilmll ,y.=sup 
i( 
t Ilm(Ei)ll $9 P(Ei)’ ‘)“‘I 
(E;); are pairwise disjoint sets in Y , 
with the convention that O/O=0 and c/O= cc for c>O. 
A function f: G + Y is called ,u measurable if there exists a sequence ( f,,) 
of simple functions such that lim, I( f(r) -fJ t)lly = 0 for p-almost all t. For 
1 < p < sci, let L&G, Y) be the collection of all Y-valued p-measurable 
functions f on G such that )I f llPy < cc, where 




For 1~ p < co let LJG, Y)* denote the dual space of LJG, Y). The 
following theorem and its proof is implicitly contained in Dinculeanu [2, 
Theorem 1, p. 2591. 
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THEOREM 4. Let 1 < p < c~ and l/p + l/q = 1. Then @E L,(G, Y)* if and 
only if there exists m E V4( G, Y*) such that @(f ) = lG f dm for a[/ 
.fe C&G, Y) and ll@ll = Jlmll,y., tvhere 11@1/ is the operator norm of@. 
Proof. Let @ E L,(G, Y)*. Define m: Y + Y* by 
(m(E), Y> = @(.Yx~) for EEL, YE Y. 
The definition is well defined because I@( yxE)I d 11 @II II ~~11 ,, p( E)rJP implies 
that m(E) E Y*. Since @ is linear we have m(E, u E2j = m(E,) + m(E,) for 
E, and El disjoint in Y. For E E Y we have 
llm(E)II y. = sup I(mW, y>I 6 II@11 40’~~. 
Il”llYG I 
Hence m is p-continuous and countably additive. It follows from the proof 
of Gretsky and Uhl [3, Theorem 3.21 that m is of finite variation. 
We shall show that rnE V&G, Y*) and Ilmll,,.,= (l@l(. Let (Ei); be 
pairwise disjoint sets in 9’. Since Ilm(E)II y. = 0 whenever p(E) = 0, we may 
assume that p(Ei) > 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n. For any E > 0, there exists ~9~ E Y for 
i = 1, 2,..., n such that 
Il~‘~ll )-= (Ilm(EiN y8 P(E~)~‘P’ (5) 
and 
Ilm(4)ll Y* IIY~II vd I (m(Eih ~;>l + E/n. (6) 
Since 1 + q/p = q we have 
Ilm(E,)Il’b P(Ei)-Y’PG I(m(Ej),~i>l +O. 
But 
f I (m(Ei), J’i>l 
= f I@(Y,XE,)l 
= f a,@i(~~~~,) for some ai with ]clJ = 1, i = 1, 2,..., n 
( 
UP 
G II@11 i IIY,IIp,P(4) 
I > 
f Ilm(Ei)ll$- P(Ei)Vy’p 
> 
LIP 
= II@11 by (5). 
1 
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Hence we have 




Since E is arbitrary we have 
,< II@11 
( 





Hence we have 
Thus m E V&G, Y*) and Ilrnll,,- d (IQ/l. 
Now let S(G, Y) be the space of all Y-valued simple functions. Then for 
rnE V&G, Y*), define @ on S(G, Y) by @(f)=x; (m(E,), y,), where 
f = C; yixE,. Obviously @ is linear on S(G, Y). Moreover we have 
= f (m(EihYi) 
I 
G $ Ilm(Ei)ll Y*I1Yill.b 
G 
( 
i Ilm(Ei)II4y* P(EiYp’ 
1 
)‘i’ (f llYill$P~Ei))l’p 
I 
d llmllqY* IlfllpY. 
(7) 
Thus CD is bounded on S(G, Y). Since S( G, Y) is dense in L,(G, Y), @ can 
be extended to L,(G, Y) with II@11 < I(mllqY.. Hence (I@[) = JlmllgY.. 
It follows from (7) that Q(f) = IG f dm for all f E C&G, Y). 
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COROLLARY 5. Let 1 <p < sz and l/p+ l/q= 1. Then L,(G, Y*) is 
isometrically a subspace of L&G, Y)*. Moreover for h E L&G, Y*), there 
exists rnE V&G, Y*) such that I(mllpy. = Ilhll,,, and m(E) = jEh dp for 
EE9. 
Proof For h E L,(G, Y* ), define 0 on L4( G, Y) by @( f ) = 
jG (h(t), f(t)) dp(t), f E L&G, Y). Following the same argument as in 
Diestel and Uhl [l, p. 981 we have @E L&G, Y)* and (I@(1 = Ilhll,,*. Thus 
L,(G, Y*) is isometrically a subspace of L,(G, Y)*. 
By Theorem 4, there exists m E V&G, Y*) such that for all E E 9’, y E Y, 
we have 
(mb% Y > = @P(Yx~) 
= s (4th m-(f)) 44t) G 
= h(t) 44tL I’ 
> 
. 
Hence we have m(E) = jE h dp for all E E Y. By Theorem 4 again we have 
llmll pye = II@11 and so Ilmll,r* = Ilhllpy*. 
Remark. Since Y can be embedded as a closed subspace in Y** in the 
norm topology, Corol!ary 5 says that if h E L,(G, Y) c L&G, Y**), then 
there exists m E V&G, Y**) such that m(E) = jE h d,u. Since h takes its 
value in Y, we have m E I/,(G, Y). Thus L&G, Y) can be considered 
isometrically as a subspace of V,(G, Y). We show in the next lemma that 
the converse is true if Y has the wide Radon-Nikodym property which we 
define below. 
Y is said to have the wide Radon-Nikodym property (wih respect to the 
Haar measure p) if for each E E 9, Y has the Radon Nikodym property 
with respect to pE, where pE is defined on all FEY with Fc E by 
pE(F) = p(F). More precisely, for each Y-valued pEcontinuous vector 
measure m of bounded variation on E, there exists a Y-valued function hE 
vanishing outside E such that m(F) =jF h,dp, for all Fe9 with Fc E. 
The proof of the following lemma is a modification of the proofs of 
Gretsky and Uhl [3, Theorem 3.21, and Lai [4, Theorem 2.1 
LEMMA 6. Let 1~ p c 0~1 and let Y have the wide Radon-Nikodym 
property. Then m E V,(G, Y) if and only if there exists h E L,(G, Y) such that 
m(E)=!, hdp for EEL’. Moreover, we have \(mll,,,= Ilhll,y. 
Proof. We show that if m E V,(G, Y) then there exists h E L&G, Y) such 
that m(E) = SE h dp for all EE Y. The rest of the proof follows from 
Corollary 5 and its remark. 
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Let m E V&G, Y) c V,( G, Y**). Then m is of bounded variation on each 
E E Y. Since Y has the wide Radon-Nikodym property, there exists, for 
each E E Y, a Y-valued function hE vanishing outside E such that m(F) = 
SF h, dpE for all FEY with Fc E. Moreover we have Jlh,JJ,,.< ))@)), where 
M and @ are related as in Theorem 4. It is also easy to see that for E,. 
E, ~9 with E, c E,, we have 
h,, = h,zxE, /l-almost everywhere. (8) 
Now let E, and Ez be disjoint sets in Y. Since m(E, u E2) = rn( E, ) + m( E,) 
we have 
h E,ut:=hE,+hw h,v&).= h,ll;y+ llh,ll;,-. (9) 
Let ;’ = supEE y IlhJ Ed. By (9) there exists an increasing sequence (E,,) in 
Y such that ilk& ;,. 2 ;’ - l/n for II= 1, 2, 3 ,.... Let E, = U 7 E,,. Then for 
E E Y such that En E, = 121, we have h, = 0. In fact if h, # 0, then there 
exists N such that llhEll zy> l/N. But by (9). 
3’ 2 1lhL-v E,,ll ;y = llhpll ;y+ Ilht,ll ‘d> 
and we have a contradiction. In view of (8), we define h on G by 
h(t) = lim,I h.“(t). Then h vanishes outside E, and for n = 1,2, 3,..., we have 
hXE, = k, p-almost everywhere. Moreover, h is p-measurable and 
Ilhllpy= lim Ilh,ll,,-67’ I’. ,? 




s h 4 n En& 
=o+j h & (by dominated convergence theorem) 
En Eo 
= j W+j h 4 
E’ Eo En E” 
= hdp. 
s E 
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4. MULTIPLIERS FROM L,(G,A) TO L&G, Y) 
Throughout this Section A is a commutative Banach algebra with iden- 
tity of norm one and Y is an essential Banach A-module. We shall write 
L,(G) and C,(G) instead of L,(G, A) and C&G, A) if A is the complex 
number field with the usual norm. 
For J g E L,( G, A), we define the convolution f* g by 
f*g(r)=i;f(s)g(ls-l)dl~ls) for p-almost all I E G. (10) 
Since L,(G, A) is the completion of the algebraic tensor product L,(G)@ A 
with respect to the least cross norm, L,( G, A) has a bounded approximate 
identity (e,), i.e., IIf* e, -f 11 ,A -+ 0. We shall assume that Ile,ll ,A= 1 for all 
For l<p<m, theconvolutionf*goffeL,(G,A)andgELp(G, Y)is 
defined as in (10). We have .f‘* g p-measurable and II j’* gll e- E L,(G), i.e., 
f* g E L&G, Y). Since Y can be embedded as a closed subspace of Y** in 
the norm topology. we have .f* gE L&G, Y**). Corollary 5 implies that 
f* gE L,(G, Y*)*, where l/p + l/q = 1. For h E L,,( G, Y* ), we apply 
Fubini’s theorem to get 
Hence we have 
I?‘ (.f* g(r), h(r)) 44t) G 
6 J Ij (f(s) g(cs-‘)* h(t)) 44f) 44s) G G
> 
1 ,I, 
< IIf g(ts~ ‘Hww llhll,v* dp(s) (by Holder’s inequality) 
G [ Ilf(~)llA IIgsllpy IlM,~* 44s) ‘6 
(g,(t)= fats-‘)) 
= Ilflll, llgll,, llhll,~- 
It follows from Dinculeanu 12, Theorem 6, p. 2321 that II.f* gllpy d 
Ilfll IA Ilgll,,. 
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Let T: L ,(G, A) -+ f.,( G, Y), 1 < p < x8 be a bounded linear operator. T 
is called a multiplier if 
T(f* 8) =f* Tg for allf,gEL,(G, A). 
The collection of all multipliers from L,(G. z4) to LP( G, Y) is denoted by 
(L,(G, A), L&G, Y)). 
Since Y is an essential Banach A-module, Y* and Y** are also essential 
Banach A-modules under the following adjoint actions. 
(uy*)(y) = ,v*(q) for all a E A, J* E Y*. ,r E Y, 
(uv**)(~~*) = ,v**(q*) for all aE A, J** E Y**, JI* E Y*. 
The following two lemmas will facilitate our subsequent discussion. 
LEMMA 7. Let m E I’,( G, Y* * ). 
g E C,( G, Y* ). we have 
Then for f E Cod G, A ) and 
jG (m*f(t), g(t))dp(t)= jG7*g(tbh(t), 
\i,here T(t)= f(t-‘). 
ProoJ: Let E and F be the compact supports off and g, respectively. 
We may assume that ,M( F) > 0. Let C = SUP,~ F 11 g(t)11 y*. By Theorem 3 
there exists a compact set K containing E-IF such that for any E > 0, there 
exists a partition A of K such that for any refinement A’ of A we have 
II m*f(t)-1 W5)f(tq’) II < &/(2Cp(F)) (11) 4’ y** 
for all t E F, where p is the Haar measure on G. 
Since f* g is continuous on G with compact support E--‘Fc K, there 
exists, by Lemma 1, a partition I- of K such that for any refinement I” of r 
we have 
s(t) h(t) -c mE,t7* g)(si) < $2.
r 
Let A = {E,, El,..., E, } and I-= {F, , F, ,..., F }. Define 
(12) 
I7= (E,n F,: i = 1, 2 ,..., m j= 1, 2 ,..., n}
fi F,:i=l,2 ,..., m fi Ei:j= 1,2 ,,.., n . 
j= I /=I 
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Then ZZ is a refinement of A and f. Now 
f 
< (dWP(F))) Cp(f9 = 42 by (11). 
But 
jF c (m(6)f0sL9g(t)) 40) I7 
=; CmtEi)3 jFf(rs3g(fb+(t)) 
=C CUE,), j .~(tsil) g(t) dptr)) 
rr G 
= ; CmfEi), .f* &Asi) >, 
Hence we have 
(nz *f(t), g(t)) w)-j-Gf* s(r) dm(i)( 
= (nl*f(f),g(r))d~(r)-j~~*g(r)dm(f)l 
I 
6 /J l n7*f(t)-C m(Ei)f(fsj”),g(r) dP(r) F r7 ‘, I 
+ C (nz(Ei)3j*g(“i)bj (.f*g)(f)dm(r) 
n G 
<E/2 + E/2 by (12.1 
E. 
Since E is arbitrary we have 
LEMMA 8. Let 1 <p< cc and let TE (L,(G, A), L,(G, Y)). Then [here 
exists m E V,(G, Y) such that Tf = m * f for all f E C&G, A). 
Proof. Let (e,) be an approximate identity of L,(G, A) such that 
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ljelll ,A= 1 for all a. Since Y can be embedded as a closed subspace of Y** 
in the norm topology, we have II TeZllpY** = II Te,II,, < II TII llelll rA< II Tll. 
Moreover, Corollary 5 implies that L,(G, Y**) is isometrically a subspace 
of L,(G, Y*)*, where l/p + l/q = 1. Hence (Te,) is a bounded net in 
L&G, Y*)*. By Alaoglu’s Theorem there exists @E L,(G, Y*)* and a sub- 
net ( TeD) of (Te,) such that 
@(g)=lim 1 (Te&r), g(f)> &(rL gd,(G, Y*). (13) 
lJ G 
By Theorem 4 there exists m E V&G, Y**) such that 
@(.??I = jG g h+H. g E Cd G, Y* 1. 
Now for f~ C&G, A) and g E C&G, Y*) we have 
i (?‘f(f), g(t)) &(t) G 
(14) 
= lim s P G 
<T(f*ep)(t), g(f)) 44r) 
= lim B jG (f*(TeDHt), s(r)) b(t) 
=lim 1 (Tep(t),y*g(f)) &(t) 
13 -G 
(sinceT*gEL,,(G, Y*), whereJ(r)=f(t-‘)) 
=@(.T*g, 
= G.f*g(r)dm(r) s by (14) 
= s (m*f(f)t g(t)> 44f) 
(by Lemma 7). G 
Since CoO( G, Y*) is dense in L(,( G, Y*) and l?t* f is continuous, we have 
Tf(t)=m*f(r) for locally p-almost all t. Since Tf EL,(G, Y), muff Y 
for locally p-almost all t. 
We prove that m takes value in Y only. Let y be any non-zero bounded 
linear functional on Y** which vanishes on Y. Then for .fc C,(G) which is 
isometrically embedded in CoO( G, A), we have !P(m * f (t)) = 0 for locally 
p-almost all t. But m * f is continuous on G and so by the continuity of y, 
we have Y(m *f( t) ) = 0 for all t. Hence 
0 = !P(m*f(e)) (e is the identity of G) 
= YJ I Gf(f)dm(r) 
= c;f(t)d(Ycm)(t). 5 
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By the density of Coo(G) in L,(G), we have Y m = 0 and so m takes value 
in Y only. Thus m E V,(G, Y). 
We now come to the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 9. Let G be a locally compact HausdorflLAbelian group bcith 
Haar measure u. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identitjl of 
norm one. Suppose that Y is an essential Banach A-module having the #lide 
Radon-Nikodym propertJ1 with respect to ,u. Then for 1 < p < ,x, the,follow- 
ing are equivalent 
(i) TE (L,(G, A 1, L,(G, Y)). 
(ii) There exists a unique h E L&G, Y) such that Tf = h* f for all 
f E L,( G, A). Moreover, the correspondence between T and h defines an 
isometric algebraic isomorphism from (L,(G, A), L,( G. Y)) onto L,( G, Y). 
Proof (i)*(ii). Let TE(L,(G, A), L&G, Y)). By Lemma 8, there 
exists m E V,(G, Y) such that Tf = m* f for all f E C,( G, A). Since Y has 
the wide Radon-Nikodym property, Lemma 6 implies that there exists 
h E L&G, Y) such that m(E) = jE h du for all E E Y. 
Let f~ C&G, A). Then there exists a sequence ( f,) of simple functions 
such that Ilf -f,ll IA -+ 0 as i + ‘3=. For i = 1. 2 ,..., let 
a, E A. 
For fixed t E G. we have 
s E G. 
j= I 
Hence we have 
m*fi(t) = ja f(ts-I) dm(s) 
= 2 m(tE;‘)ajj 
J=I 
= j!, j-, 44 ai, 44s) 
9 
= j;, J’,, h(ts-‘)fi(s) du(s) 
= h*.fi(t). 
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Since Ilf-fjfillIA +O as i+ co, we have m*f=h*fand so Tf=h*ffor all 
fe C,(G, A). Since C&G, A) is dense in L,(G, A), we have 7”=h*f for 
all f~ L,(G, A). 
(ii)*(i). Let hi L,(G, Y). Define T on L,(G, A) by Tf = h *f for all 
~EI.,(G,A). Obviously T(f*g)=f*Tg for allf,gEL,(G,A). Moreover, 
we have 
lITflIp,= IW*f lIpA Ilf 111.4 ll~ll,~. 
Thus TE (L,(G, A ), L&G, Y)). The uniqueness of h is clear and so the 
equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved. 
Finally we prove that 11 TI/ = llhll py. Let (e,) be the approximate identity 
of f.,(G, A) with (le,ll ,,4 = 1 for all c(. Then for E > 0 there exists CQ such that 
W*e,ll pY > Ilh II py - E whenever c( > SIP. Hence we have 
IITII = SUP IITf II,,), 
II f-Ill4 s I 
= sup ll/~*.fllpY 
II II I, c I 
2 Ilh*e,ll,, 
2 lIQ7,-~. 
Thus TII 3 ll~ll,,. Clearly we have lITI 6 lIhllPv and so lITI/ = Ilhll,,. This 
establishes the isometric isomorphism between (L,(G, A), L&G, Y)) and 
L,(G, Y). 
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